This paper deals with possibilities of using genetic algorithms in design of costs optimization, which are needed to reach given reliability of technical system, respectively system reliability optimization by given amount of investment costs. In following chapters, there is a described design of new method, which will be later implemented in application and verified on an example.
INTRODUCTION
Systems have become an inseparable part of modern life; they consist of functionally bound and dependent subsystems, which serve for different purposes. It is necessary to monitor and to analyze systems even after their implementation into service. Some systems can be too expansive, what increases a complexity in the system analysis. One of the most important monitored factors is safety, i.e. reliability of the systems. Risk analysis and safety increase is applied already in the system development phase (Janíček 2009 ). Thanks to, the risks of possible accidents and hazards can be eliminated or reduced.
With the developing technologies and systems implementation also appears the risk of danger. In some cases, the risk of accidents can be eliminated by appropriate measures, and it allows preventing at least some types of failure. But it is not always possible in the real world. It is necessary to regard so called supporting risks already before the system implementation and to strive to mitigate them. In these cases, the compromises are made between acceptation of the system benefits and rejection because of real accident risk, which the given system presents. The essence of security and key to effective risk management is to properly recognize and analyze hazards. Just their correct identification helps in the design and construction of the systems to be safe for the people and the environment. And for this purpose the various techniques and tools are developed and constantly improving. 
FAULT TREE ANALYSIS
Fault tree analysis is a technique, which serves to analyze probability of technical system failure, potential risks detection and design of suitable preventive measures, which should increase system reliability. This method is regarded as deductive, because it is based on logical decomposition of certain dangerous undesired event subsequently through partial to elemental events. The undesired events can be understood as failures. They significantly influence functionality, an economics, a safety or other required properties of system. (Vincoli 2006) The method FTA is based on principle of strict structuring. It is a graphical expression of individual fault states, which can occur in given system and cause its failure by specific combinations. The model is characterized by tree structure and its creation is based on rules of Boolean algebra, logic and probability theory. The created diagram is called fault tree (FT) and it is a basic element of this analysis technique. (Ericson 2005) The fault tree is a diagram, which illustrates graphically and logically different ways, how a system can fail. The certain combinations of elements faults result in a creation of primary undesired event. Under the term "undesired event", it is considered each event, which is for safety inappropriate and undesired, respectively it characterizes danger, hazard or another fault state (Ericson 2005). Fault tree describes how the events follow each other and how they are mutually dependent. The events hierarchy and logical links between events are created by using so called logical gates, especially "AND" and "OR" gates. Together with fault events, they represent relationships "cause-effect". Subsequently the constructed fault tree can be qualitatively or quantitative evaluated. The choice of suitable type of evaluation depends on various factors such as established requirements. (Dunn 2002) FTA is very extended and favorite analysis technique in practice. It can be used not only preventative to examine the system design, but also to investigate occurred problems. This method is applied on complex technical systems, whose current state is dependent on earlier time and outside influences. FTA is useful in all industry areas, which deal with safety and reliability question, for example in nuclear power, aviation, cosmonautics, etc. (Ericson 2005) In practice, the question of finance is also solved in addition to the level of reliability security. The system reliability is set and influenced by the amount of invested money. The investments are needful to build security, to ensure service, but also for any necessary repairs due to failures. Since finance amount is limited mater, the highest possible system safety should be ensured with a certain amount of investment, alternatively the given system reliability should be achieved at minimum costs. As optimization mechanism of analysis technique FTA, genetic algorithms can be used.
PROCEDURE OF PROCESS
The first step involves constructing fault tree of a selected part of the technical system, which is analyzed through FTA. The tree has m leaf nodes u 1 -u m , each of them represents a primary event or subsystem. Each node i has an associated reliability s i and corresponding amount of investment n i which is needed to achieve it. The achieved reliability is functionally dependent on maintenance costs. This dependence is generally expressed as function s i = g i (n i ) and is shown in figure 1 . These relevant data are known in advance, so the constructed fault tree can be quantitatively evaluated from primary events up to the top undesired event.
Fig. 1 Reliability dependence on costs
Using Boolean algebra relations allows calculating reliability of given tree -system part, generally S = f 1 (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s m ). In given reliability, system maintenance costs are calculated as sum of all costs of subsystems maintenance N = f 2 (n 1 , n 2 , ..., n m ) = Σ n i .
After correct construction and evaluation of the complete fault tree, genetic algorithms are appropriately applied to optimize. Optimization can be done in terms of:
achieving certain system reliability with minimal financial investment, achieving the maximum possible system reliability with given amount of investment.
FAULT TREE REPRESENTATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH GA
Data on system elements reliability and the associated costs are known through calculation, historical experience or are available from the supplier (Janíček 2009 ). The important information consists in their representation. These data tend to be written to real numbers format.
In terms of genetic algorithms methodology, it is possible to work with real numbers. The following figure illustrates the example of fault tree with registered reliabilities of primary fault events.
Figure 2 Example of FT representation and reliability evaluation
The value that belongs to one node of the tree corresponds to one gene and all values together represent one individual (figure 3).
Fig. 3 Example of chromosome and its genes in fault tree

DESIGN OF GENETIC ALGORITHM
On the basis of fault tree analysis and its quantitative evaluation, the chromosome is available. Then the whole population is created by modifying alleles of given chromosome to the other values of the appropriate domain. Each population will consist of 100 individuals.
In the next step objective function is chosen. Its form depends on the established purpose of the genetic algorithm, i.e.: 1. with limited financial sources to achieve maximum reliability of the technical system, i.e.:
to maximize reliability, i.e. OF 1 : reliability maximum, the genes are represented by values of financial investments of individual nodes N i . 2. to achieve the given system reliability with minimum costs, i.e.:
to minimize costs, i.e. OF 2 : costs minimum, the genes are represented by reliabilities of individual nodes S i .
Then by using the fitness function, all individuals are rated for suitability and success (Hynek 2008) . By each created solution, of the top undesired event occurrence probability (or system reliability) and also invested costs in the concrete measures are simultaneously calculated. By calculating costs, it is necessary to control, if maximum possible amount of investment is not exceeded. For example, if significantly increased system reliability is achieved at specific combination of costs of individual nodes, but investment amount needed in order preventive measures is also exceeded. In this case, the solution is unsuitable and its fitness is automatically equal to zero.
Selection, respectively choice of individuals into reproductive process is done through the roulette. In this selection mechanism, the individuals with a higher valuation have higher probability of selecting, but also for weak individuals, there is a little chance of becoming parents and providing their genetic material. (Hynek 2008) The next step is the applying genetic operators on the appropriate solutions -crossover and mutation. By multiple crossover, two chromosomes are divided at random, but the same position and behind each odd division point will exchange parts of their chains (figure 4). (Kvasnička 2000)
Fig. 4 Crossover of parent chromosomes
After crossover, a mutation is applied on new offspring. Through this operator, the gene value is changed to another random, but allowed value of the domain, which belongs to the specific primary event. (Kvasnička 2000) The last step is to form a new population, to which the genetic algorithm process will be repeated again. In this case, it is appropriate to use elitism, through which 6 of the best valued individuals from the previous generation enter in the new population, along with 94 new individuals generated by the described crossing and mutation process.
If for the last k algorithm iterations only slight or no change occurs in the potential solutions in comparison with previously the most successful solution, the cycle would not be repeated (Hynek 2008 ). Fulfillment of this designed terminating condition terminates the whole process of the genetic algorithm.
CONCLUSION
This paper provides an interesting aspect of using genetic algorithms in conjunction with FTA in practice in commercial areas (e.g. reduction of serious accidents occurrence, compliance with safety standards, etc.). There is a described design of methodology how to optimize maintenance of system represented by fault tree.
The genetic algorithm design by itself consists of the compilation of objective function, the choice of selection mechanism, the use of genetic operators and not least of the determination of terminating condition. In the course of individual cycles of iteration genetic algorithm process, there is an attempt for every solution to achieve its optimum depending on the chosen objective function. The best and satisfactory solutions are subjected to reproductive process -crossover and mutation. By the correct design it is possible to reach that every additional population of solutions contains better or at least as good solutions as the previous generation. The proposed approach will be processed in the usable application, through which its functionality will be tested on a practical example.
